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How to get to Laboe ...
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Welcome to 

Ostseebad Laboe

Lachmöwen-

theater

Immediately on the beach before the background of 
sailing ships and ferries from all over the world choirs 
give a repertoire to their best at the popular Sunday 
promenade concerts. But also Oldies, Rock, Shanties, 
Pop and Country & Western-music are played at the 
concerts.

If you want to relax away from the beach life, the wind 
sheltered Laboer Kurpark between Wiesenweg and 
Katzbek is a flowerfull well-kept place to be.

Come from Lübeck, then take the A21/B404 to Kiel 
and from there further onto the B502 to Laboe.

From Berlin coming, take the A24 then onto the 
A21/B404, and from there to Kiel then the B502 
to Laboe.

By train you travel over Hamburg or Lübeck to Kiel, 
from there further on by bus, or in summer with the 
Fördedampfer from Kiel Central Station to Laboe.

Laboe is not only worth a summer trip. Every season 
has its special charm and takes the vacation to quite 
an individual experience: Frosty, snow-covered nature 
walks of several hours on the empty beach, body and 
mind coming to rest, and afterwards a hot tea or 
mulled wine warming the heart again is one option to 
be taken.

Many ways lead to Laboe... it doesn’t matter whether 
you arrive by the car, by rail, by bus, or with the Förde-
dampfer from Kiel.

From Hamburg coming take the A7 to Kiel, then 
the B76 and B502 to Laboe.

The weekly market takes 
place on Thursday from 
07.30 to 13.00 o'clock on 
the Probsteierplatz. In the 
State Capital Kiel you can 
also visit many other 
weekly markets.



Welcome to Ostseebad Laboe, 
a Balticsea holiday and spa resort 

 
 

Lying in the interface between Kiel Fjord and the Baltic 
Sea, the Baltic Bath Laboe is an ideal holiday place 
particularly for families with children.

Children can swim here playfully in the shallow water 
and build castles in the sand according to their hearts 
desire. And if it is a little colder, the sea water 
swimming pool with sauna and Baltic Sea views 
provides a successful alternative.

Not only Laboes harbour nostalgia, but also the active 
life on the Kiel Fjord lends a special maritime 
atmosphere to the Baltic Bath. Because of the 
immediate nearness to the Kiel Canal, the most used 
waterway of the world, dozens of ships pass by daily. 
Where can one lie on the beach and observe so many 
passenger ferries, container ships, yachts, fishing 
trawlers, frigates, and if one is lucky, even a 
submarine, other than in Laboe at the entrance to the 
Kiel Fjord? 
From the harbour in Laboe the Fördedampfer start 
their trips to Kiel and to the Kiel lighthouse as well as 
fishing boats for fishing cruises.

We wish you a nice vacation 
in the Baltic Bath Laboe!

"Dünenlandschaft Laboe" in the 8-ha-natural experience 
space with a rest hut and an observation platform makes 
nature an all year round experience. 
Get to know the coast with its vegetation and its birds with 
a nature walk. In summer excursions are also offered with 
an experienced guide.

420,000 litres of pure Baltic water with his natural 
salinity of 1.5 - 1.8%! Our sea water swimming hall lies 
directly beside the lovely Laboe beach. From the "RELAX" 
loft you enjoy the unclouded view about the Kiel Fjord up 
to the Baltic Sea. 
Those who don’t want to swim can relax in the sauna 
scenery, splash with small children in the toddler pool or 
slide at speed back into the water from the children’s 
water slide. A nicely sized family and wellness bath, 
wonderfully situated on the Baltic beach and in 
comparison to big fun baths, a relaxing pleasure.

The visit of the world-renowned naval monument of 
the Deutsche Marine Bund is a must to the Laboe 
visit. From far away the monument of 72 metres is 
visible in the Baltic sky. Who is not afraid to scale the 
341 steps up to the top enjoys marvellous views over 
the Baltic Sea up to the Danish islands, the Fehmarn 
Sound Bridge and the hills of the Holstein broads. 
There is also a lift available.

At the foot of the monument an original U-995 
submarine from the second world war, provides a 
remaining impression of the narrowness in which the 
soldiers had to endure.

Whoever is on the move with the camper finds 
directly at the marine monument a camper parking 
lot with a disposal station. Up to 18 campers can find 
a place here. The attractive camping site in Stein is 
only 3 km away and offers caravan holiday makers a 
wonderful location nearby the cliff line.

There are numerous cycle tracks and footpaths 
along the Baltic coast cycle track which can be 
explored throughout the Probstei. Walking paths of 
more than 20 km are an invitation to enjoy the 
scenery. Whoever looks for more sporting activities 
will find a good selection of activities in the area.

From catamaran and sailboats or Kitesurfen: Laboe is a 
Hotspot for water sportsmen. For Kitesurfers there is an 
excellent designated area between the submarine and the 
dog beach. Those who seek a more leisurely boating 
sport may give Stand Up Paddling (SUP) a trail!

The Meeresbiologische Station is a Sea Biology 
Station. It offers you an exciting insight into the 
underwater world of the Baltic Sea. In excursions at the 
station with its approx. 30 aquariums, you have the 
opportunity to closely experience life under Baltic Sea 
and find out lots about the environment. 
This becomes especially experienceable with a 
one-hour expedition with the MS "Sagitta", the small 
research vessel of the Sea Biology Station. With the 
help of a ground net, fish and plants are taken on 
board and the specific features are explained to you 
afterwards by the sea biologists.

For our 4-legged visitors we have arranged 
a dog beach.
This is between the submarine and free beach. 
Please note that dogs are to be kept in the leash in 
the pedestrian precinct, parks and recreation areas. 
On playgrounds and on the beaches nearby the town 
dogs are forbidden.


